If W embeds (Q. A, P) into (S~. ,~. P) and if Q is a probability absolutely continuous with respect to P, then W also embeds (S~"A, Q) into h, ~), where Q is defined by dQ/dP = 03A8(dQ/DP).
If P and Q are equivalent, so a1.e also P An embedding is always injective and transfers not only random variables, but also sub-03C3-fields, filtrations. processes, etc. It is called an isomorphism if it is surjective : it then has an inverse. An embedding W of (S~, ,~, P) into I, P) is always an isomorphism between (S~..A. P) and (Q. ~(,~), ~~.
Processes and filtrations will be parametrized by time. represented by a subset T of R. We shall use three special cases only: T = R+, the usual time-axis for continuous-time processes, T = -N = {...,-2,-1,0} and T finite (and nonempty This is inspired by the definition of an extension of a filtration, by Dubins, Feldman, Smorodinsky and Tsirelson in [4] , and by that of a morphism from a filtered probability space to another, by Tsirelson in [16] ; see also the liftings in Section 7 of Getoor and Sharpe [6] . ( [2] and [9] .
Immersion implies in particular that ~ is included in Qt for each t, but it is a much stronger property. As shown in [2] , it amounts to requiring that the goptional projection of any F~-measurable process is F-optional (and hence equal to the J'-optional projection), and it is also equivalent to demanding, for each The immersion property is in general not preserved when P is replaced with an equivalent probability; we shall sometimes write "P-immersed" to specify the probability. But Summing over i gives , P ~B = C~ P ~B and C are in the same E2= 03A3 P [ B ~ E i a n d C ~ E i ] ~ 2 n a n -2 p = 2a n p-2 p. [16] . It uses Proposition 1 to show separation for some Gaussianly generated a-fields; Thouvenot [15] Hypercontractivity is a celebrated theorem of Nelson [11] . When X' is just a normal r.v., a proof by stochastic calculus is given by Neveu [12] ; a straightforward extension gives the case when X' is a normal random vector in R'~ (see Dellacherie, Maisonneuve and Meyer [3] Notice that conditions (i) and (ii) involve P and the whole filtration .~ in an essential way, whereas conditions (iii) and (iv) act only on the end-a-field ~ and on the equivalence class of P. Cosiness is not always preserved when P is replaced by an equivalent probability (see Theorems 1 and 2 below); but it is an instructive exercise to try proving this preservation by means of The lemma follows immediately from this remark, the definition of cosiness and the transitivity of immersions.
1 COROLLARY 2. -Let (Q ,A, P, .~) and (S~', ,A', P', ~'') ) be filtered probability spaces and W be an embedding of (03A9, A, P) into (03A9', ,A', P'), such that the filtration is immersed in J" If (~', ~'~, P', ~'') ) is cosy, so is also (S~, ~'~, P..~).
PROOF. -This filtered probability space is isomorphic to (S~', ~(~'~), P', ~(,~)), which is cosy by Lemma The H-stopping times T' = inf {t '~X' ~ > 1 } and T" = inf (t : 1 } verify T' ~ T" a.s. by separation. Let Yt = X'T"+t -X'T". As T" is an H-stopping time and X' is immersed in H, the processes are H-martingales, and Y has the same law as X. But on the event {T"T'T"+h}, a jump larger than 1 occurs for Y at time T'-T", that is, between the times 0 and h. So, by definition of h, one has 1/3; and similarly, by exchanging X' and X" in the definition of Y, 1/3. Taking the union of these two events and using T' 7~ T" gives P ~~T'-T"~ h~ 2/3. This bounds below the distance in probability between T' and T", and condition (iv) This is equivalent to -p ln 2 when p tends to infinity, so. for p large enough. always possible to find two processes X' and X" with laws Q' and Q" and such that P ~X' = X"~ is close to 1. What the lemma says, is that if X' and X" have these laws and are jointly immersed, then P ~X' = X"~ must be small. In [16] , Tsirelson Step two: 1 f two matrices T' E and T" E M are not close, any two jointly immersed processes X' and X" with laws Q' and Q" verify P [X'
= X"J p-1/4.
We are given two matrices r' and r", not close to each other; the construction of
Step one, performed for r' and r", yields on f22p two martingales Z' and Z", two stopping times T' and T", and two laws QT' and . Let X' and X" be two processes indexed by ~1, ... , 2p}, defined on some (S~, I, ~), jointly immersed in some filtration (?~i)1i2p, with respective laws and QT".
The processes X' and X" can be considered as Q2p-valued random variables; as X' and X" are H-adapted, 8 
